PAINT PIGMENT MIXING INSTRUCTIONS

To achieve your final paint color, take the Paint Pigment to your local Benjamin Moore dealer and have them mix it with the Regal Select base indicated on the Paint Pigment label following mixing instructions below.

1. Pour Paint Pigment into 1 gallon of untinted specified Regal Select base indicated on Paint Pigment label. (Paint Pigment is made with colorants compatible with the specified bases. Contact the Color Factory for additional information.*)

2. Add 1 or 2 oz. of water to Pigment jar, close top, shake and pour the remainder into the base.

3. Agitate gallon on shaker for 6 minutes.

4. Apply enclosed “Donald Kaufman Special Pigment Formula” sticker to blended gallon

* To contact the Color Factory, send an email to assistance@donaldkaufmancolor.com or telephone (201) 568-2226